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T

he President’s foreword for our summer
newsletter is usually a light affair
wishing you the best for the holidays.
And I do. I wish you the very best for your
holidays this year. But over the past year, months,
weeks, and even days, we have had some poignant
and tragic reminders that life is extremely
fragile. Some of the children from our Tots and
Co. community have been seriously ill, other
members have suffered painful personal losses. It
certainly brings into perspective my own worries
(new house STILL not finished, garden not big
enough, plug sockets too high...!) and makes me
realise that I have so far in life been very, very
lucky.
Look after yourselves and your family this
summer. Make the most of your children and the
sunshine (I can say that because I’m writing this
from Paris where it is decidedly cooler...) and
don’t be at a loss for something to do - we have an
full schedule of twice weekly events organised at a
pool or playground near you.
Finally, a massive thank you to the new newsletter
team - Naomi Rivieres, Shazia Bhatti, Laura Fox
and Sohani Crockett. You are all fabulous.

Karen x

Welcome

Time Out in The South
Laura Fox

Naomi Riviere

Shazia Bhatti

Sue Schneider, Debra Bellon and Emily Button who produced the newsletter we all so enjoyed,
Mums the Word, have moved on to pastures new. Thank you to the three of them for inspiring us
to take on their roles in our very own adaptation of their newsletter.
We have taken on these roles rather last minute (!) to bring you Time Out in The South in time for the
summer break which is why we did not send out an official call for contributions.
We are hoping for enormous input from YOU for the following issues, however, and would very
much value - and are looking forward to - your feedback on this, our first.
Please send letters for the editors (to be printed on the future letter page), comments,
suggestions for topics, themes or ideas, unsolicited articles etc to:

timeoutinthesouth@gmail .com
And now, whilst your children are sleeping and your husband is clearing up the supper, grab a
biscuit and a cup of tea or better a glass of rosé and enjoy some Time Out in The South !

Karen Holland
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Introducing...

Each issue we find out
what makes Tots&Co
members tick . To kick us
off, meet the new newsletter
team - Laura , Naomi and
Shazia - and new member
Niginia

Introducing...

In The
Spotlight

Shazia

Naomi
What brought you to Toulouse?
My French husband Thomas.
I’ve known his family since I was
twelve. When I was sixteen I wrote
in my diary “I’m going to marry
a Rivière”. A decade later, I did,
choosing number three of five boys
instead of the one I initially had a
childhood crush on, the eldest, who
is now my brother in law!
How long have you been here and
for how long will you stay?
I’ve been here for almost ten years
and I have no plans to move to the
UK though my husband being part
English himself would like to live
there one day.
Tell us about your family
There are four of us: me, 33,
Thomas, 34, Arthur heading for 4
and Oscar nearly 2
What did you do before
motherhood?
I taught English in a lycée and in
engineering schools, but I trained
originally as a classical musician in
London.

What brings you to Toulouse?
My partner, John, transferred from
Airbus in Filton back in January
2010.
How long have you been here and
for how long will you stay?
I got here with our daughter,
home country?
I don’t miss much, (my
environment is now predominantly
What do you do in your free time? French) but I do miss pubs. I still
can not believe that the French
Listen to music, read, write, take
didn’t copy the idea! Perhaps that
photographs, meet friends, go to
is what I love about them: the fact
aquagym and have siestas!
that they are unique.
I find France a little “oldWhat are your favourite things
fashioned” sometimes. I go back
about France?
to England and see that everyone
Sunlight even in winter, warm
is following the fashion because
summer evenings, delicious food,
Camus, the diversity of the regions, all the shops stock what is in the
swear words integrated so easily into magazines. People are more open
in the UK and very friendly. Ticket
otherwise elegant phrases, family
collectors say “hi” and cold callers
values.
ask if you’re having a good day!
Still, I have to admit despite all of
What do you miss about “home”
and what noticeable differences do the above, that “home” for me now
you find between France and your is France.

We want to hear from you! Email timeoutinthesouth@gmail.com
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What brought you to Toulouse?
An open mind for adventure and
my husband’s job with General
Electric, an Airbus engine supplier.

Almas, in April 2010 and we plan
to stay…for a while. I certainly
wouldn’t be happy to return to the
UK while childcare costs are so
ridiculously high – so not before the
kids are school age!

The weather, the Mediterranean
coast, the chocolate brioche, the
magnificent scale of the place…

What did you do before motherhood?
I am a Registered Dietitian and
was specializing in renal disease
and nutrition support. I worked in
an acute care hospital, which I do
miss. Currently I am on sabbatical
until I decide if I want to practice
while in France.

What do you miss about “home”
and what noticeable differences
do you find between France and
your home country?
Family and friends, extended shopping hours, Mexican food, brunch,
sitcoms, American sports (football,
baseball, horse racing), tailgating,
drive thru ATMs and customer
service.

What do you miss about “home”
and what noticeable differences
do you find between France and
Tell us about your family
your home country?
John is 45, the father of Almas, 4,
I miss the openness and tolerance
and Elias, 1. There’s also Magnus the of the UK – France can feel a
cat (now 8) and myself, nearly 38.
bit frowny and uptight. The UK
is definitely more funky and
What did you do before
happening. There are more cafes
motherhood?
and pubs in the UK, more places
I was in software, much as you
stay open for longer and on
can be when you have a degree in
Sundays…but France has a much
English.
better quality of life in general and
the pace is less stressed. People are
What do you do in your free time? way more consumerist in the UK
I do a bit of freelance proofreading
but on the other hand, there’s a lot
and article writing and I’m
more diversity in the UK when it
relearning the violin.
comes to food, culture, shopping…
one thing the UK doesn’t have
What are your favourite things
anywhere near as much, however,
about France?
is the blue sky and sun.

How long have you been here and
for how long will you stay?
I have just celebrated my first anniversary of living in France and
have 2-4 more to go. At the five year
mark, we must pack our things and What do you do in your free time?
leave France. We don’t have to go
Read, cook, blog, zumba, yoga,
home, but we can’t stay here.
plan vacations/weekend trips.
Tell us about your family
I am American age 30, as is my
husband. Our daughter is 2½ and
named Chloe. We have always
lived in the states Ohio/Kentucky.
Despite our love for traveling, neither of us had ever been to Europe
before we decided to move here.
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What are your favourite things
about France?
Fresh food, amazing wine, old villages, family-centered culture, Tour
de France, the expatriate population in Toulouse and the ease of
travel to the mountains, beach and
all of Europe.

Laura
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Introducing...

Problem page

Niginia
Ploquin

Find the answer to your problems with
Tots & Co’s very own agony aunt!

from Tajikistan

Dear Agony Aunt

M

What brings you to
Toulouse?
My husband was
proposed a job at one
of the companies which
work for Airbus.
How long have you been here and
for how long will you stay?
We’ve been here since October
2011 and I suppose we’ll stay for a
long time.
Tell us about your family
There are three of us- Serge, my
husband; Nigina, myself; our son
Azam, who at the age of nearly
three years old had already visited
four countries: Libya, where he was
born; France, Russia and Malta.
What did you do before
motherhood?
I arrived in France in July, 2007.
As I didn’t speak a word of French,
in October I started to attend
language courses. I also found an
amateur volleyball club and played
there until I was invited to join a
city woman team which played in
National 3. In February 2009 we left
France for Libya where my husband
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NEW MEMBER
was working in the air spatial field.
Everything was new for us and we
had lmany things to discover. It was
really a super period of my life. And
then in October Azam appeared
and my happy life became fabulous!
What do you do in your free time?
Honestly, I don’t have any except
for when Azam is asleep, so 2-3
hours in the daytime and then 2-3
hours in the evening when he is
in bed. But in the daytime I can’t
leave the apartment so I read or do
something about the house and in
the evening – sI go on the internet
and spend time with my husband.
During the week-ends we go
somewhere to spend ime together.
What are your favourite things
about France?
The cathedrals that are magnificent,
the parks that are comfortable, of
course the cheese and the sausages.
What do you miss about “home”
and what noticeable differences do

you find between France and your
home country?
Firstly, I miss my friends very
much, my volleyball team, my job,
I also miss the food of my country,
especially fruit and vegetables and
of course its nature! The main
difference between our countries
is the administration. Here if you
need some papers you can very
often get them by email, without
leaving your house. In my country
every time you want something you
have to bribe someone in order to
get it. Then the culture is different
too. When you go anywhere people
always greet you. In my country you
greet the people that you know and
in official places but for example in
the shops or in the market we don’t.
Information about Tajikistan:
Tajikistan shares a mountain range
with the Himalayas, was part of
the Soviet Union and has had its
language’s alphabet script in Persian,
Cyrillic and Latin.
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y husband, whom I love dearly and with whom I have two children, is itching to improve
his fitness and get some fresh air. He likes walking and with our youngest being only a
year old, I can’t really accompany him on long rambles through the Pyrenees. Recently
he emailed around work to see if anyone wanted to go hiking with him and the only person who
replied wanting to go was a tall, blonde female colleague. She is also single. My husband wants to
go hiking with her – they would drive alone to the Pyrenees for the day and be out for about ten to
twelve hours. Should I put my foot down?

Yours,
Worried

Dear Worried,

I

can fully understand your concerns. As
a mother of two young children myself, I
too battle with the ongoing guilt – about
giving your children enough attention and
letting your partner do the things he loves as
well, particularly if he is at work all week and
then comes home to help with the kids. When
children are very young, traditional gender roles
can come out in force in relationships, as men
keep links with the outside world and women
focus on children and trying to keep house,
or rather prevent outright child-related chaos
overtaking the family home.
In this scenario, it can be easier to spend less
rather than more time together – one parent
can end up looking after the children while the
other has a weekend away or a day or night off.
This is fair enough. The difficulty, however, arises
when interests and hobbies turn into diverging
lives. This is a process that is avoidable, and I
think you are right to have concerns about your
husband’s potential walking trip with a single
and attractive woman.
I would ask your husband to organise a walking
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trip with some friends instead, and even let him
go away for the weekend with male friends you
trust. I would also ensure that such favours are
returned in kind – this is important.
Even if you don’t mind, you must not be seen to
be chained to hearth, home and kitchen sink! I
would also see if you can organise a short familyfriendly hike yourself, or perhaps organise
childcare so you can go away for the day with
your husband.
If your husband is very concerned about his
fitness, you could see if you’re able to do without
him for an hour in the evenings a couple of
times a week or at the weekend so he can go for
a run or bike ride – perhaps after the children
are in bed. In that case, you would both need to
ensure that quality time is to be had together at
other times and you should also ensure you don’t
neglect your own fitness or your own thirst to
get out of the house and breathe the free, fresh
air!

Good luck x
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Experience

At first I was
afraid,
I was petrified...
How to survive France: six pieces of advice for
the novice expat, by Naomi Riviere

F

rance and I have always
had a complicated love
affair. It jilted me in the
form of François Rivière
(my brother’s French
exchange), it confused me in the
form of a very alluring yet rather
cruel French boyfriend at university
and it finally enveloped me when
I reached the age of twenty-three,
in the form of the finest French
product of its kind. By some odd
twist of fate I ended up at Toulouse
airport on September 3rd 2002
with two suitcases and fell into the
arms of...Thomas Rivière, one of
François’ five brothers. Keep it in
the family...
Once my aeroplane had landed
on French soil I already had not a
single intention of returning home.
It was not a smooth start. To
begin with we were not allowed to
disembark. There was a security
alert at Blagnac. When we finally
got through customs we were
greeted by a smouldering suitcase
on the luggage belt. At least it was
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not one of mine. As I made my
way through passport control it
did suddenly occur to me that I
was slightly mad. I had known
Thomas for only a few months
before following him to France. I
had no job lined up, I could not
speak much French and I had
no friends. Add to that the fact
that Thomas was working all day
and my situation was potentially
doomed from the start. I was in
love however, and proud. I had
already followed a German man to
Germany and it had not worked.
I could not return home just yet
even if things went wrong! My
English friends were practically
making bets that I would be back in
London within a couple of weeks.
Daunting
Toulouse at first was daunting. I
had had no idea that there was a
particular accent and was at a total
loss, when on boarding a bus I was
asked for “un euro veng” (vingt). I
held out my hand with a collection

of coins in the palm and the driver
took twenty centimes with a
knowing smile. Even more bizarre
was the fact that people seemed to
sense my “newness”. A man on the
bus told me he liked my perfume,
an old man assured me that I would
not be able to resist having coffee
with him in a café and he would
wait for me until I succumbed to
his offer. A random man tried to
kiss me in the street and another
old man proposed to me from a
park bench. I began to see a pattern
and threw away my map and my
dreamy glances. In no time at all I
was left alone.
Piece of advice number one?
Look like you know what you are
doing and where you are going,
(unless of course you want to be
harrassed). Thanks to G.C.S.E
French, I could order a baguette,
reserve a hotel room and ask the
way to the railway station. None
of this served any purpose in real
life (when will someone tell the
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examining board that we are not
all first and foremost destined
for business trips)? The “pain au
chocolat” that I thought I knew so
intimately from years of summer
holidays had changed its name.
Here, it is a “chocolatine” and “sac”
(bag), has it has its own southern
counterpart: “poche”.
Piece of advice number
two?
Know the jargon.
Whilst Thomas worked I sought
work and learned French. I was
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My English
friends were
practically
making bets
that I would be
back in London
within a couple
of weeks.

desperate to speak, feeling that not
only had I renounced a part of my
character in speaking a different
tongue but that I had also lost
the ability to open my mouth at
all! Only now, ten years on, am I
beginning to feel that there is no
longer a French me and an English
me.
In 2002 I could not link the
two and I found it amusing and
enlightening reading articles in
French newspapers about the
English (with a dictionary and pen
in front of me naturally). I was
full of desire to know how we as a
nation were viewed by the French. I
met a shop assistant in Kookai one
morning who on finding out I was
English asked me to meet her for
one hour a week over lunch for a
language exchange.
From Valérie I learned a lot more
than I could from any newspaper.
This was real French female chic at
first hand and I gradually managed
to make some existence for myself
apart from shadowing that of my
husband’s.
In order to learn French whilst I
was working and no longer able to
attend classes, I watched French
television. One morning I felt so
depleted I wept in front of the
news. I would like to tell you that
it was because of yet more world
conflict but it was for the simple
reason that I could not understand
a word the newsreader was saying.
One day I was resolute. I was
going to the butcher’s. I was going
to make stuffed tomatoes and I
needed some mince. To this day
I can not comprehend just how I
failed to properly translate “stuff ”
but I confidently informed the
butcher that “today I am going to
suffocate a tomato”. Tears rolled
down his cheeks.
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Experience

Health
Sun
spots:
Don’t
mistake a
suncream
allergy for
a childhood
illness

{Have a sense of humour...}
Piece of advice number
three?
Double check translations.
I think he nearly died laughing
(again) when a few days later
Thomas sent me to pick up a “gigo”
(leg of lamb) and on greeting the
said butcher I said happily: “Hello
I have come to collect my Gigolo”.
From then on I resorted to taking
cookery books with pictures to
show him my culinary plans for
that day and I had to endure his
excitement every time I walked
through the door.
Piece of advice number
four?
If you can not convey your message
through speech, go pictorial.
My best mistake was to tell a group
of Thomas’ friends that Thomas was
very good with his tongue (I had
meant to say “languages”).
Piece of advice number five?
Beware of similar sounding words
and do not imagine that these
mistakes will happen to somebody
else. Luckily for me, I am used
to these sorts of errors. My most
prestigious took place in a cinema
when trying to buy popcorn:
“Hello, can I have a box of cock
porn please”?
I thought my morale might
improve when I got a job teaching
as an “assistante” in a lycée. On my
first day a mop of black hair spilled
onto the desk in front of me.
“Sit up please”, I asked the spill
“No. I don’t want to learn with
you”.
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“Why not”?
“...because I’m half Indian and you
colonized my country”.
“That wasn’t me” I replied and I
continued the lesson.
A high point in that school came
when I intercepted a travelling
pencil case disguised as a series
of post-its. On it was written
something about “la prof ” (me). I
knew what it meant but said rather
meanly that I’d have to get the class’
main teacher to translate it for me.
On one post-it was written:
“She is sexy” and on another “..yes,
but isn’t she ugly”!
Piece of advice number six?
Have a sense of humour.

I

t has been a decade now since my
two suitcases arrived and
multiplied one hundred fold.
My husband Thomas and my
two children are all half French
(Thomas being himself part
English). So much has happened.
There have been good times,
bizarre times, hard times, yet for
not one moment have I doubted
that France and I were meant
to be. I am applying for french
nationality so I can vote here and
although I still cry when I hear
the National Anthem (another
thing I find odd for one who is
largely at heart a republican), I am
now totally at home. They say it
takes three years to settle into this
country. Be warned, after you have
blindly stumbled through those
difficult three, you may find that
Ribena has been nudged off its

My best
mistake was
to tell a group
of Thomas’
friends that
Thomas
was very
good with his
tongue (I had
meant to say
“languages”).

shelf by Grenadine and that Milka
has replaced Dairy Milk. Holidays
are spent here more often than in
England and you dream and think
in French. That is when you know
that you too have been seduced by
France and that “home” really is
where the heart is. Vive la France!■
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Special report: Allergies

Mind the sun(cream)
It was summer 2009 and my
baby was covered in spots. It
looked just like Chicken pox
according to the pharmacist.
I had a doubt as to whether it
really was that illness however
when I noticed how localized
his rash was. It was only on
his limbs and face. There was
nothing on his back or stomach.
I had been putting sun cream on
him as any normal parent would
and it suddenly occurred to me
that he could be allergic to it,
a theory which his pediatrician
confirmed.
So what can you put on a child
who errupts in such a rash once
you cover him in something
with the aim of protecting him?
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Mustela bébé/enfant SPF UVB
50+ Spécial Intolérances.
It is quite expensive and
does not come in bottles
of more than 50ml but it
saved the day. It was the
only cream he could
tolerate. Buy it in any
parapharmacy or on
the internet and you
will make a saving.
My pharmacist
buys it from her
supplier and I
pay a cut price
through her.
Arthur seems to have
grown out of the allergy
thankfully but I continue to use
it on both my children. When

he was suffering from his rash
I asked myself the following
question:
“What on earth is in
these creams
we put all over
our children that
causes such an
adverse reaction”(?)
Mustela is alcohol,
paraben, colour and
perfume free and based
on sunscreens which
are 100% mineral. I did
not want to think about
the fact that that probably
meant that all those things
were the make-up of every
other cream on the market...
Naomi
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Reviews

Reviews
Restaurants

Hot, spicy, authentic...
Rajpoot

mashed with cumin, coriander,
turmeric and cream – I tried to
replicate it at home but couldn’t hit
37 avenue du Parc
the same note.
Sortie Ritouret (n˚3)
We got to meet the chef – a
31700 Blagnac
Pakistani with family in the UK
05 34 39 21 15
who settled in France as he met a
French woman. His handsome son
was one of the waiters. Another
waiter, his son’s best friend, had
went to this restaurant with
spent a lot of time working in
my partner the last time we
London. The staff all spoke English
had babysitters in. And it was
and all of them knew their curry
wonderful. We were able to grab
inside out.
a table for two at 9pm without
For dessert, the menu was limited
pre-booking and service was
and not as spectacular – a gulab
swift and friendly, and happily for
jamun (deep fried sugary Indian
me, youthful and attractive. John
sweet) was good but not amazing
grabbed an Indian beer, I had a
(perhaps I was too full by this point)
mediocre Fronton wine. The food,
however, was exceptional. My seekh but the selection of sorbets was
excellent.
kebab was succulent and subtly
One final note – don’t bother
fragranced, and the lamb karahi
coming here with children. As with
with pilau rice was hot, spicy,
authentic and divine. This restaurant other restaurants here in Toulouse,
knows how to do Indian food. John’s if you show up with kids they’ll look
chicken korma (boring choice, sigh, at you as if you’ve brought along
something one step up from your
but he’s white, can’t be helped) was
family cat. Even at 7pm with no
delicate and delicious. In addition,
the restaurant gave us an aubergine other guests. If you want to eat out
in the evening as a family, it’ll be a
curry known as baingan bharta,
flight back to the UK for dinner at a
without our asking for it. This
vegetarian dish was absolutely yum family-friendly pub, I’m afraid.
Shazia
– it consists of roasted aubergines

I
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Books

The Shorn Women:
Gender and Punishment in
Liberation France
By Fabrice Virgili, translated
by John Flower
This may be a strange choice
for a bedtime read, but in fact
it has been fascinating. If you
ever watch French TV, you
could be forgiving for noticing
an awful lot of World War II
related documentaries and
films - and there could well be a
reason for this. The generation
that lived through the Nazi
Occupation and collaboration
are dying and perhaps France
finally feels ready to confront
the darkest period of its history.
In fact, in 2015 reports of the
time will be published that will
undoubtedly expose the extent
of the collaboration with the
Nazis http://www.guardian.
co.uk/commentisfree/2010/
jul/01/france-names-shamescollaborators .
This book, however, is about
what happened to many women
after the Liberation of France.
Specifically, it deals with the
shaving of the heads of women
who had been accused of
sexual and other relations with
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Germans - including women
who owned shops that sold
to the Germans, for example.
In a population of 40 million,
half of whom are female, some
20,000 women experienced this
savage form of punishment when you consider how many
females would have been out
of the age range for this style
of retribution (i.e. young girls,
babies, old women) you can’t
help but wonder that that is a
fairly representative percentage
of women who stood accused of
collaboration. The nature of the
revenge these women faced is
fascinating because it is genderspecific and it throws into
powerful relief the gender-based
anxieties of the time. The war
gave women more freedom as
many men ended up imprisoned
or labouring in Germany and this
anxiety about the female role
within society was highlighted
in a punishment specifically
targeted at women, who after all,
only gained the vote in 1944.
Fabrice Virgili’s book is
thorough, full of examples
and meticulous. The shaving
of women’s heads didn’t just
happen in France - it happened
across Europe at the end of the
war, including in Holland and
Scandinavia and in fact, the
Germans practised it on German
women who had relationships
with French soldiers in
Germany. It also happened
after World War One and as a
practice reflects a brutal and
kaleidoscopic time where things
were changing and nobody quite
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knew what would happen next.
Certainly, this book helps to
throw some light on why France
can seem quite a subdued place
- during at least two points in
its history, life has seemed very
dicey indeed - the Revolution
and the Occupation.
A downside to Virgili’s book is
the lack of firsthand accounts.
Of course, no victim of head
shaving is going to come
forward to recount her tale and
even fewer men (and women)
who participated in this rough
justice want to come forward
to speak of it. Suffice it to be
said, many collaborators joined
the Resistance last minute
and a good way to highlight
loyalty to the cause was to
turn on the weakest at that
point of Liberation – women.
A good read, but not for the
fainthearted!
Shazia

The Hunger Games
by Suzanne Collins
As I scan through my recently
read pile of books, few jump
out as one I want to review. I

have read a plethora; some new,
some classics, one about how
French women are superior at
raising children and another
how Frenchmen can’t be wrong.
All interesting, of course, but
when I think of my favorite
summer read, it is the one I read
for hours laying by the pool or
stayed up late at night because
I just could not put it down. The
Hunger Games definitely falls in
those categories.
The Hunger Games, by
Suzanne Collins, is the first book
of a young adult trilogy told from
the first person. It follows the
story of Katniss Everdeen, a
young girl living in District 12,
the poorest district run by the
wealthy Capitol. The story takes
place in the near future after the
United States has crumbled.
In this story, the Hunger Games
are an annual event created
by the Capitol as a way to keep
control. Two teenagers, one
boy and one girl, from each
district are randomly selected
to compete to the death in a
nationally televised event. The
one winner is rewarded fame
and fortune.
The story expands and unfolds,
full of action and suspense. It
is a fast pace book, leaving the
reader no time to day-dream.
The story includes many
themes: love, work, friendship,
poverty, politics and more. After
all, how often can you share a
love for the same book with your
best friend, babysitter, mother-inlaw and your husband?
Laura
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Current Affairs

Current Affairs

Who’s who in French politics?
Past and present: we’ve got the lowdown on the political party leaders
by Shazia Bhatti
PAST
Charles de Gaulle (1890-1970)
You’d have to live under a rock
to have not heard of Charles de
Gaulle. Streets, buildings, airports
and probably even children are
named after him. Charles de
Gaulle led the free French from
London during World War II,
after France itself capitulated to
the Nazis. Sentenced to death by
the French Vichy regime, isolated
and powerless, de Gaulle faced
down American scepticism and
British exasperation as well as
unhelpful comparisons by President
Roosevelt and Winston Churchill
with Napolean and Joan of Arc,
managing to triumph in returning
to France in 1944 once the Nazis
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were thrown out. All this was done
on a wing and a prayer and the
French love him for it.
Marechal Petain (1856-1951)
Leader of the French Vichy regime
that collaborated with the Nazis
during World War II. Do not
mention.

PRESENT
Francois Hollande (born 1954)
Francois Hollande is the 24th
President of France and the second
socialist president, after Francois
Mitterand, who was president
from 1981 to 1995. Francois
Hollande has been elected on an
anti-austerity wave and will push
for growth within the EU rather

than emphasising budget deficit
reduction. He supports tax rates of
75% for people earning over one
million euros a year and he wants to
create a European rating agency, to
oust the credit rating agencies that
can wreak such havoc in countries’
financial markets. He also wants to
withdraw all French troops from
Afghanistan, supports gay marriage
and wants to reduce France’s
dependence on nuclear energy in
favour of renewable energy.
Nicolas Sarkozy (born 1955)
Former president of France and
leader of France’s Conservative
party, the UMP, Sarkozy is married
to former supermodel Carla Bruni,
with whom he has a daughter.
Nicolas Sarkozy attempted to bring
France closer to the United States
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and the UK in strengthening the
market and reducing France’s
public spending. He also attempted
to reduce immigration and simplify
the taxation system. He was
accused of not being presidential
enough, of being a ‘bling bling’
president and in sporting one too
many expensive watches and he was
voted out after one term in May
this year, in case you missed it.
Marine Le Pen (born 1968)
Leader of the far right Front
Nationale, daughter of Jean-Marie
Le Pen, Marine Le Pen advocates
a complete halt to immigration,
an exit from the EU and a policy
of protectionism for French trade.
Anti-abortion, anti-gay marriage,
Marine Le Pen’s party regularly
wins around 20% of the national
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vote in presidential elections. She
advocates the removal of French
citizenship from criminals of
foreign origin, removal of dual
citizenship and a ‘French first’
policy towards housing and welfare.
Jean-Luc Melenchon (born 1951)
The leader of the left front, le Front
de Gauche, Melenchon advocates
a new European Union, one that
does away with economic liberalism
and liberalisation in favour of a
citizens’ revolution, consisting of
the nationalisation of banks and
large corporations and a massive
redistribution of wealth. It is
thought that Melenchon will be
vital in the new French Parliament,
where he no doubt will continue his
ongoing fight against Marine Le Pen
and all she stands for.

Eva Joly (born 1943)
Leader of the Green Party, Les
Verts, Eva Joly endorsed Francois
Hollande for president and as
an ally, has helped the socialist
President sweep the parliamentary
elections. She is immensely popular
in Norway and Iceland and is in
fact of Norwegian origin. Her
party came sixth in the presidential
elections.
Francois Bayrou (born 1951)
Leader of the Democratic
Movement, Mouvement Democrate
(Modem), Francois Bayrou is to
the left of the UMP party, strongly
pro-EU and a leading proponent of
the ‘third way’. He decries American
capitalism and ran for election
against Sarkozy in the presidential
elections of 2007.
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Faster,
Higher,
Stronger

We need you!
Have any comments to make on any of our
articles?

Family activities to
accompany the Games,
by Laura Fox

E

very four years, the world
shares in an exciting
tradition that began in
the 8th century BC: the
summer Olympics. The
Olympics emphasize friendship,
unity and peace. It also provides
us a lesson on culture, sports and
geography.
There are over 200 nations
and thousands of athletes who
participate in 32 sports and 302
medal events. Yes, even trampoline
is an Olympic sport. Get jumping
kids!
The Olympic rings are one of the
symbols that mark the unity of
this event. The five interlocking
rings represent the five inhabited
continents. Red, blue, green, black
and yellow on a white background
were chosen because every nation
has at least one of the colors on
their national flag.
The torch is lit several months
prior to the games in Olympia,
Greece (site of the first Olympics).
It begins its relay around the host
country and ends at the opening
ceremony where it remains lit
throughout the games.
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Have a problem for our agony aunt?
The motto for the Olympics is
“Citius, Altius, Fortius”, Latin for
“Faster, Higher, Stronger”. This year,
the Olympics Games are hosted by
London July 27-August 12.
The Olympics has always brought
excitement and fun to my memories
growing up. Now that I have an
opportunity to live abroad and have
met people from all over the world,
I have an even deeper love for this
event.
With the host country being the
United Kingdom, home to many of
you, I am sure you can share in the
excitement. This summer, get your
family pumped for the games with
some of these family fun activities…
Craft
Make flags of different countries,
the Olympic rings, torch and
medals.
Trivia
Use some of the facts from this
article or look up other fun facts on
the internet.

Opening Ceremony
Have an ethnic theme dinner night,
dress up in fancy attire or favorite
sports outfit, use the flags and torch
and have a family parade. While
watching the ceremony, play “I Spy”
by seeing who can be the first to
spot and name different countries.
Watch the Games
Cheer for your favorite team, watch
a sport you have never played or
play “I Spy” again. Count how
many times you see your home
country’s flag or the Olympic flag
Host Family Olympics
Make an obstacle course, have a
water balloon toss, frisbee or bean
bag throw, race in the pool, have a
mini triathlon, play tug of war over
a paddling pool, jump rope or any
other sporting activity your family
loves.

We’d like to hear from you.
Our letters page will appear in the next issue.
Here’s your chance to AIR YOUR VIEWS!
Your name will only be printed if you agree to
it being printed. By default you shall remain
anonymous
Please send all comments and letters, feedback
etc to:
timeoutinthesouth@gmail.com

www.london2012.com
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Pre-baby blues
We always hear of post-partum
depression, but what happens when
the anxiety kicks in while still
pregnant. Naomi Riviere shares
her experience...

would affect my unborn child. She
would be forgiven for thinking
nothing was amiss because I was so
adept at hiding feelings of which at
the time I was ashamed. I always
hoped that my blood pressure
would be high, that it would be a
catalyst to my admitting that I was
struggling. Only once was that the
case and she put it down to my
being stuck in a hot waiting room
for an hour and a half when she was
late with her appointments. I had
never heard of pre-natal depression
and I was never diagnosed as having
it.
Pre-natal / antenatal depression is
a more common phenomenon than
you might think. Research suggests
that it affects one woman in ten.
I discovered three articles cited
online on the subject after the birth
of my son, two from the Guardian
and one from the Mail Online.

The year I got pregnant my mother
died and previous episodes of
depression and anxiety probably
made me more prone to the same
issues during pregnancy. I was
petrified about the (as it felt then)
very bizarre concept of giving
birth, so getting bigger frightened
me. I had bled in my first month
of pregnancy and as a result,
very early on, I had decided not
to get too attached to my baby
in case it did not survive. All
these elements were doubtlessly
reasons for my personal experience
with depression and anxiety in
pregnancy. I admit that although
I felt better after the birth of my
son, I was not fully “myself ” until
Arthur, and my confidence as a
mother, grew. Post-natal depression
is not unusual when a mother has
previously suffered from anxiety or
depression pre-birth.

http://www.guardian.co.uk/
lifeandstyle/2008/jan/29/
healthandwellbeing.mentalhealth

There is no reason why anyone
should feel alone or unhappy when
pregnant and pre-natal depression
/ anxiety is not systematic with
every pregnancy. For whatever
reason, my next pregnancy was a
far easier affair. I even enjoyed it
and felt far more able to deal with
my emotions.
There are many things one can do
to improve one’s state of mind when
expecting a child, but first one has
to be aware that certain issues may
arise. Only then can one find the
hope of release from something
which is still unfortunately rarely
documented. Nine months need
never feel too long and even a little
pleasure can mean survival to one
in ten women who dare not reach
out.
Visit the following website for
advice and information:
http://depression-in-pregnancy.
org

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/
article-1145490/I-battled-prenataldepression---months.html

M

ost people when
pregnant are told
about the possibility of
their suffering from post-natal
depression. I had no idea that
a woman may experience acute
anxiety and / or depression before
the birth of their child.
It is hard to admit that you are
feeling blue and anxious when
you are experiencing what some
women can only dream of:
pregnancy. It is also very easy to
cast your worry aside and call it
“hormones”. I hated feeling my
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baby move inside me. I never hated
the child that would be but I hated
being pregnant and felt totally out
of control of my body. One day I
was driving to a pregnancy group
meeting. Despite the fact that I no
longer had to go to work every day,
that I had many friends and an
extremely supportive husband, I
wanted to swerve deliberately into
a bridge on the ring road. The fact
that I had even had the thought of
doing something so drastic and so
unlike me was terrifying. I realized
then just how bad things had got

but as everyone assumed I was
happy I could hardly tell them that
actually not only was I not feeling
fine but that I had thought about
seriously saying STOP once and for
all. It felt like a faux-pas to say the
least and too extreme.
I thought of talking to my
obstetrician about how I felt
and asking for a referral to a
psychologist in the clinic but I
was unable to put into words the
profound panic I was experiencing
and in the end I simply asked her
if my general feelings of “anxiety”
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I was so adept
at hiding
feelings of
which at the
time I was
ashamed
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http://www.guardian.co.uk/
lifeandstyle/2012/feb/10/prenataldepression-pregnant-womendespair
Pre-natal depression can be due
to any number of things. Some
research suggests that it can
be caused by a woman falling
pregnant unexpectedly, perhaps
she is stressed before the pregnancy
began, maybe she is worried that
the baby will come to some harm
or not survive full-term. Perhaps
more simply she is afraid of the lack
of control she will have over her
changing physique.
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The Thin blue line

Amber Ogg decided not to take a pregnancy test and found that,
when she listened, her body had something to tell her

I

weed on a stick in my first
pregnancy. There it was – the
blue line. My husband was
on the phone. I toe-tapped as the
initial buzz fizzled away. He hung
up,
“I’m pregnant.” And that instant
marked the biggest change of our
lives. Before it was vague plans
and ideas; after it was certainty,
and the countdown began. The
blue line was like a flag, giving
me the go ahead to start planning
and scheming: names; birth plans;
clothes; nursing bras; mothering
abilities; nurseries; universities.
The fact that the baby was still only
about as big as a thumbnail didn’t
stop me. Poor Alex was somewhat
overwhelmed. Why wasn’t he
sharing my mad excitement and
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plans? But after a few minutes,
even my own feverish thoughts
quietened down… 35 weeks was
a long wait, afterall, and not much
happening in the meantime. It was
rather an anticlimax.
A year or so later I met a midwife
at a festival. As she showed me
some baby massage techniques, she
made a remark about pregnancy
test kits.
“The moment a mother pees on
a kit and finds out she’s pregnant,”
she said, “she’s handed over her
pregnancy to the realm of science
and men.”
Something about this comment
really chimed with me and
so I resolved that for my next
pregnancy, I wouldn’t take a test.
The midwife explained how, in

the days before kits, a mother
came to know for herself that
she was pregnant. Little signs in
the mother’s body built up until
she suspected that her body was
harbouring a secret – tender
breasts, sleepiness, appetite
changes, enhanced sense of smell,
the delayed period… even further
delayed period, then nausea, more
tiredness, until at last the tell tale
flutters, the quickening.
And so it was with me. I think
I knew within a few days of
conceiving. I was breastfeeding my
daughter, and my nipples suddenly
became inexplicably sore. 8.30pm
seemed to be a perfectly reasonable
bed-time. And of course it was
common place to need to eat a
rich tea biscuit every twenty-five
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minutes. I told Alex my suspicions
a few weeks in.
“I wonder if I’m pregnant.” I
think it was a lot easier for him to
stomach. Of course, he was already
a seasoned father by this time, with
much less to lose, but I still think it
had a softer impact. It gave him a
few weeks to swill the taste about in
his mouth, before he actually had
to swallow it.
And for me too, the lack of
certainty was a positive aspect.
Although I knew
(intuitively) that there was
a baby growing inside me,
because I hadn’t taken a
test, it still seemed less
concrete. I wonder that
if I had miscarried in
those first few weeks, I
could have accepted it
more easily – I could have
looked back and thought,
perhaps I was mistaken
after all, maybe it wasn’t
a pregnancy. In the past,
society didn’t view the
foetus as even being alive
until the quickening was
felt. I didn’t get carried
away planning out names
or nurseries, and also I
didn’t tell anyone except
Alex.
I can see that this am I?, aren’t I?,
approach is difficult for the medical
profession to accept. Traditionally
dominated by men, they like to
know what’s what, and then follow
the routine procedures, to have
every little detail managed, if
possible.
I went to see my GP at around 14
weeks. I told her I was pregnant.
My bump was just starting to show.
We went through a few forms
before she said,
“So I assume you’ve had a positive

test.” It wasn’t even a question.
“I haven’t actually.”
“Oh.” She looked up from the
paper work. “Well… we don’t
routinely test you here.”
“OK,” I said.
“So you’ll need to do that at some
point.”
I didn’t want to sound rude, how
could I explain?
“I’m pretty confident that I’m
pregnant.”
She seemed at a loss for words.

turn out the lights with the sound
effects going on, so we had to leave
without our grainy scan photos
And so it was that my pregnancy
wasn’t actually “confirmed” until
the student midwife heard the
heartbeat at around 16 weeks.
Finally there was the evidence,
booming around the room. My
mum was relieved when I told her
later.
“Oh, I’m so glad.” I think she had
been in a quandary about whether
to tell the neighbours.

In the days before
kits, a mother came
to know for herself
that she was pregnant.
Little signs in the
mother’s body built up
until she suspected
that her body was
harbouring a secret
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Then she said, “Well, you’re due for
your dating scan next week so we’ll
know then.”
Dating the pregnancy
I did try to have a dating scan –
honest. I went up to the ultrasound
suite with a full bladder and
everything. The problem was my
daughter, who screamed as soon
as we walked into the room. They
probably heard her on delivery
suite. I should have insisted, but
the sonographer was reluctant to

Ownership
I was determined that the
pregnancy would belong
to me, and likewise the
birth. I think not taking
a test gave me extra
confidence in my own
body, and its ability to get
on with things by itself.
I was planning a home
water birth, with minimal
intervention. In my birth
notes, I asked that my
midwives should help
me listen to my body (by
being quiet!) and not give
me any instructions. I had
a wonderful community
midwife who did exactly as
I asked, and my baby boy
was born at home peacefully in his
caul, into the birthing pool after a
completely drug free labour.
It was pretty painful actually. I’m
not going to say otherwise! But
looking back, with the context of
what that slippery little creature
grew into, I can honestly say that
it was a wonderful birth. Fast
and furious, yes, but also utterly
powerful and natural. My body
knew exactly what to do. I just had
to try not to let anything get in its
way.
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Learn how to

Instructor qualified with
International Association of Infant
Massage, IAIM– recognised in 48
countries
Why massage your baby?
Touch is the first sense detected
in an embryo of eight weeks & is
the last sense to leave us. In our
busy western life, the simplicity
and importance of touch can often
be neglected. Yet, touch is a basic
human need. Of course, I am not
saying that we do not touch our
babies and children but this course
will highlight further its importance
and effects. It will teach you a lifelong skill, which will bring hours of
enjoyment and endless benefits.
BENEFITS
Quality time activity that parents &
baby can enjoy together
Strengthens bonding
Enhances understanding of your
little one’s body language
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massage

Studies have shown benefits
for mothers with post-natal
depression.*
Stimulation of body systems eg
circulation & helps coordination &
balance
Can help reduce wind, colic and
constipation
Encourages sleep
Helps reduce crying
Relaxes baby and parent
Courses are open to mothers and
fathers. Dolls are provided to
practice strokes if both parents
attend or if your baby is sleeping
COURSES restart early September
Consists of 5 sessions (weekly)
Includes massage oil and course
handouts
Weekly discussions (baby/parent
subjects)
All in a relaxed, baby friendly
atmosphere
The instructor never massages your
baby; my role is to teach you.

Lemonade with Fruit Ice
Cubes (Makes 2 Liters)

your baby

PRICE - for 5 sessions, including
massage oil and handouts:
In small group (max 5) -100€
Individual 125€ plus km charge.
(Full payment requested at 1st
session)
INSTRUCTOR Linda Bonnan
Reserve a place or call for more
information
Tel: 06 62 39 84 12
*Queen Charlotte’s study, 2001
Testimonial from Julie, mum of
Gabriella, 4 months.
They completed massage
workshops with me, in June 2012
“Baby massage is a
precious opportunity to
bond and communicate
with your baby. We would
strongly recommend it!”
Linda Bonnan
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Ingredients
12 lemons- juiced
1.5L water
128g sugar
Fruit
Preparation
Mix lemon juice, water and sugar.
Fill with ice. Cut up the fruit into
1-inch pieces, puree in a food
processor, strain, and freeze in ice
cube trays overnight. Try pureed
melons, kiwi and mangos. For
an adult cocktail, mix with your
favorite liquor to taste.

A spoonful of...
Summer
Pico De Gallo Salsa
(Makes 6oz)

Ingredients
35ml fresh lime juice
2 teaspoons minced hot peppers
(optional)
4 garlic cloves, minced
5 medium tomatoes, seeded and
chopped
1 onion, chopped
1 small bundle of coriander,
chopped
Salt and pepper
Preparation
Combine fresh lime juice, pepper
and minced garlic in large bowl.
Add chopped tomatoes, onion and
fresh coriander. Season to
taste with salt and pepper. Let
stand at least 1 hour to allow
flavors to develop. Serve as a
dip with tortilla chips or as a
topping for fish tacos.
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Grilled Fish Tacos
(Serves 4)

Ingredients
500 g white fish fillet
2 tablespoons lime juice
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
1/2 teaspoon paprika
Oil
1 package tortillas
70 g shredded cabbage
55 g shredded mimolette cheese
1 avocado - peeled, pitted, and
sliced
Pico de Gallo
Crème fraiche

Fruit Pizza

Ingredients
170g butter, softened
62.5g icing sugar
187.5g flour
8 oz. Philadelphia cream cheese
8 oz. vanilla yogurt
2 tablespoon honey
Fresh fruit cut into pieces
(Strawberries, raspberries,
blueberries, kiwi, pineapple,
peaches, etc).
Preparation
Heat oven to 150 degrees C. Beat
butter and sugar until light and
fluffy. Blend in flour. Press mixture
onto the bottom and sides of a
25cm round pan. Bake 20-25
minutes, or until lightly brown.
Cool completely.
Soften cream cheese and beat with
yogurt and honey until smooth.
Spread on cooled crust. Cover and
chill. Top with assorted fresh fruit.
Get creative with a design.

Preparation
Rub fillets with a
2
tablespoons lime juice and season
with salt, black pepper, garlic
powder, and paprika. Spray both
sides of each fillet with a little oil to
prevent sticking to the grill. Grill
fillets on preheated grill until fish
is easily flaked with a fork, about
5 minutes on each side. Wrap
tortillas in foil and heat on grill.
Divide grilled fish evenly over
tortillas and top with cabbage,
cheese, avocado, pico de gallo and
crème fraiche.
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Venturing
South of
Toulouse
In case you’re getting sick of taking
your visitors to Carcassone or
Cordes I thought you might like
to hear about a lesser known little
jewel South of Toulouse ; Carla
Bayle in Ariège.
If your looking for shops this is
not for you, (although you can get
an ice cream/cup of tea during
the season) , mostly there are
contempory art galleries and crafts
and in July and August plenty of
them.
On a good day you’ll have a
magnificent view of the Pyrenees
and when the kids are fed up with
looking at the fountain you can go
down the hill to the lake with plenty
of places to picnic and even swim
in the little « swimming pool ».
Apparently the market is good on a
Sunday morning, but if you make it
there early probably better to make
a détour via Montbrun Bocage
instead.
If you’re feeling in need of a
« gourmet meal » you could stop
off at L’Auberge de Fountescut in
Sieuras for lunch / dinner (best to
book); three or four courses plus
apéro for around 25 € and a proper
childs menu for around 14 € makes
it a good deal, and they speak some
English, all in all, it’s well worth the
journey !
Tourist Office, Carla Bayle : 05 61
68 53 53
Auberge de Fountescut, Sieuras : 05
61 69 25 48
Jenny Barnes
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T

his will be my first
Toulousian summer.
Summer in the south of
France! I’ve dreamed of it during
years of cloudy, rainy, sometimes
warm, rarely hot (with the
exception of the 2001 heat wave)
summers spent in Paris. The closer
we come to it though, the more
I worry that it may not be such a
good thing after all.
I’m Irish, and our hot temperatures
rarely exceed 20 degrees. While
I love the idea of sunshine
and warmth, in practise I have
trouble coping when the weather
gets really hot. The hotter I get,
the grumpier and more short
tempered I get. I give up speaking
to conserve energy, I like to move
as little as possible, and will
happily find a reason to spend 3
hours in a fast food restaurant if
it’s air conditioned. My capacity
for sunburn constantly amazes
my French husband (who never
wears sunscreen and never burns!).
I get sunburn having lunch on a
terrace in Paris on a cloudy day.
My dermatologist told me to buy
a burka! My mother-in-law knows
this and shortly after hearing that
we were planning on moving,
she began telling me stories of 40
degree heat and unbreatheable air,
no breezes to provide relief, just
unrelenting sunshine beating down
day after day for months on end. I
wonder was she trying to make us
change our mind. While outwardly
brushing it off, yes, I fell for it, and
am now dreading summer as much
as I once looked forward to it.
Trying to look on the bright!
side, on the few occasions I
spent a prolonged period in high
temperatures, the first two weeks
were miserable, not just for me, but

In search
of t he best
beach
by Catherine Boyle

for everyone who came into contact
with me. Oddly though, after that
things started to improve. Was it
me or was it the weather? I honestly
don’t know. So I’ve decided to think
that maybe it is something I can get
used to. Or maybe the stories aren’t
true. Maybe the weather is hot but
not oppressive, maybe there’s a light
breeze that keeps humidity at bay,
maybe I’ll be so hot I won’t want to
eat and I’ll finally loose the 5kg I
gained during my first pregnancy!
At any rate, the one thing I do know
is that during hot weather, there’s
nothing to beat a day (week, month,
year) at the beach.
Not that this has been on my mind
or anything, but a couple of months
ago I started investigating where
the best beaches were to be
found. My criterion are simple,
I need water, non-intimidating
waves to avoid traumatising my
almost 3 year old, lots of sand,
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parking, and room for my almost
three-year-old to throw sand
around and shake her towel to
her hearts content without risking
ruining someone else’s picnic.
So to finally get to the point of
this article, these are the beachs
that were recommended to me.
• Lecaute plage, near Narbonne.
The closest to Toulouse.
• Narbonne plage. Big beach, lots
of space.
• La Franqui. Lovely child friendly
beach with loads of kite/wind
surfers.
• Saramon and St Blancard.
Particularly St Blancard because
you can go anytime of year and
usually have the beach to yourself.
• Vieux du Boucau on the atlantic
coast has lots of family friendly
camp sites, life guards and surfing!
• Valras Plage (while you’re in
the area see wild flemingos at the
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salt lakes near Gruissan, the canal
locks at Beziere, the 6th centuary
BC to 1st Century Gaulish village
Enserune archeological site and
museum. Bilingual info ...Awesome
views.)
• The Isle Jourdan lake Lac St Criq
in the Gers. Everything a beach
has but only a one hour drive, plus
waterslides and easy to park.
• St Ferreol lake.
And finally, the only one I have
thus far managed to investigate
for myself - Gruissan. Of the five
beaches the town boasts, we went
to the plage des chalets sur pilotis for
the day and it was like being in
another place or time- little chalets
on stilts (apparantly more than
1200 of them), little paths between
the chalets, bicycles parked
everywhere, huge sandy beaches,
not too many people. I’m told
it doesn’t get too bad in the
summer either. There was a lovely
breeze and a few kitesurfers,
and nice little waves so you know
it’s not a lake but nothing too
intimidating either. We had lunch
in a very bad restaurant whose
name I don’t remember, with a
lovely view of the beach opposite saute de dinde was the plat du jour,
fatty bits of turkey (I didn’t know
turkey had fatty bits!) and cartilidge
with overcooked pasta swimming
in water with a hint of sauce.
However, don’t let that put you off,
I’m told that the town of Gruissan
has many lovely restaurants, and
the other beaches are lovely too.
All in all, we have lots of exploring
to do this summer, and I’m really
looking forward to it! If you have
a favorite beach or summer spot,
please share it with the tots and co.
community on our facebook page!
Have a wonderful summer!

What’s on
Toulouse

Summer in southern France has officially
arrived. Having family or friends in
town? Are you tired of doing the same
activities every weekend? Check out
some of the festivals and events going on
in and around Toulouse this summer.
July 6-8 Les Estivades de Colomiers –
Theatre Festival
http://estivades.over-blog.com/
July 6- Agusut 26 Carcassonne Grand
Tournament of Chivalry
http://www.carcassonne-gite.com/Loscaballeros-llegan-al-castillo.html?lang=fr
July 14-15th Bastille Day Weekend
Cordes Sur Ciel Medieval Festival
http://www.cordessurciel.fr/en/
entertainment
Firework shows all around town.
July 12-15 Mirande Country Music
Festival
http://www.country-musique.com/index.
html
July 17- August 10 d’ÉtéMusic Festival
http://www.toulousedete.org/
July 19-20th Blagnac Events- Tour de
France
http://www.mairie-blagnac.fr/20-juillettour-france-blagnac.html#node-2548
http://www.mairie-blagnac.fr/%C2%ABblagnac-vibre-avec-tour-%C2%BB.html
July 27- August 15 Marciac Jazz Festival
http://www.jazzinmarciac.com/
August 10-15 Montrejeau Folklore
Festival
http://www.festivalmontrejeau.fr/
Laura
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And finally...

Tot's & Co Summer Meet s
Date
Friday
13th July

Event
Ze Ple Grounde
10.30-12.30

African Safari Zoo
Tuesday from 10am
17th July http://www.zooafricansafari.com/
Friday Play in the garden
20th July 10am-12pm
Play date at Park
Tuesday
Duroch
24th July
from 10.30am
Birthday Friday
Friday Picnic
27th July
Toulouse Plage
Tuesday
10am – 12pm
31st July

Address
Contact Person and Details
Espace St Georges in Priscilla Deegan
Toulouse town centre priscilla@priscilladeegan.com
06 28 90 19 76
Plaisance-du-touch.

Toulouse
Rue Gillet
Colomiers

Laura Fox
ljfled@yahoo.com
06 26 69 06 68
Brian Steer
brian.steer@libertysurf.fr
Melanie Norwood
mnyogi1@yahoo.co.uk

'Jardin des Plantes'
Sarah Lemee
Toulouse
sarahwynn22@hotmail.com
(or in Sarah’s house if
it rains)
Praire des Filtres
Helen Saks
helensaks@gmail.com

Coffee morning
Friday 3rd 9.30-11.30
August

5 clos des Vignes
31570 Ste-Foyd’Aigrefeuille

Sophie Tsui
spostelfr@yahoo.fr
06 10 23 64 92

Picnic at Seuil de
Tuesday
Narouze
7th
from 12pm
August

10 mins drive from
the Villefranche de
Lauragais exit of the
A62
Tournefeuille

Mary Walmsley
maryandgav@orbitalcontrol.com

Friday
10th
August
Tuesday
14th
August
Friday
17th
August
Tuesday
21st
August
Friday
24th
August
Tuesday
28th
August
Friday
31st
August

Coffee morning
9.30-11.30

10am – 2pm
Aussone
Kate's pool party and
pot luck lunch!
Coffee morning
11 rue Ledru Rollin
9.30-11.30
31300 Toulouse
Singing in
Catherine’s garden
Bois de Limayrac
9.30-11.30
Singing in
Catherine’s garden
Play time
10am-12pm

Other info
There is
underground
parking and lifts
for buggies.
Meet in the
parking lot at
10am, bring a
picnic.

Bring a picnic if
you’d like to stay
for lunch
Max 10 adults if
in Sarah’s house.

Bring a picnic if
you’d like to stay
for lunch!
Bring some
lunch if you want
to stay
afterwards

Interesting and useful websites

Art and funky gifts
Whatever you are looking for for any age group, find handmade items here from all over the world. Prices
being decided by artists, items can cost anything from a fiver up! Type requests into the search engine (eg)
“red chicken” and get browsing! Choose children’s animal pictures from the Isle of man or abstract paintings
from Pennsylvania!
http://www.etsy.com/
Find all sorts of funky goods from various artists at London’s Victoria and Albert Museum online shop.
Try “Posters and Prints” for wonderful period images or Fashion and Accessories for current and retro
trends.
http://www.vandashop.com/

Books
Visit this website to hear authors discuss their best selling books.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p003jhsk
Find books out of print or collectible books here.
http://www.abebooks.com/

Jackie Alcock
mrs@felixalcock.co.uk

Other

Kate Willis
ionetkate@gmail.com
06 50 94 83 60
Helen Saks
helensaks@gmail.com

Catherine Tarral
Tournefeuille
Catchyb@yahoo.com
06 86 31 37 97
near Cite de l’Espace Stacey Bennett
Allée de Limayrac
staceylynne223@yahoo.com
31500 TOULOUSE
Catherine Tarral
Tournefeuille
Catchyb@yahoo.com
06 86 31 37 97
37 Rue Bastiat,
Tracey Durville
Minimes, Toulouse,
robertodurville@hotmail.com
31200
06 89 91 74 58

Web bites

Visit the CIA World Fact Book for information on anything from the population size to your life
expectancy in different countries around the world. Good pre-travel information as the site provides
background history on the country and what major infectious diseases are present so what vaccinations
are needed.
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook

Bring a lunch if
you want to stay
after

French radio stations
FIP – eclectic music from all over the world, almost too cool...
http://www.fipradio.fr/player
France INFO – news, views, discussions
http://www.franceinfo.fr/player
Radio NEO – rock, funk, self-declared liberator of talent
http://www.radioneo.org/player/









































JACK IN THE BOX

for English speaking children in Toulouse

JACK IN THE BOX

for English speaking children in Toulouse

YOGA IYENGAR
Class in English-French in BRAX (31)
Thursdays from 2:00 to 3:30 PM

Are your children English speakers?

Are your children English speakers?

At Jack In The Box children aged 4 – 11 will:

At Jack In The Box children aged 4 – 11 will:





learn to read and write in English
experience English as it is taught in UK schools
learn alongside other English speaking children





learn to read and write in English
experience English as it is taught in UK schools
learn alongside other English speaking children

Classes every Wednesday afternoon,
starting September 2012

Classes every Wednesday afternoon,
starting September 2012

To find out more please visit:

To find out more please visit:

jackintheboxtoulouse.free.fr

jackintheboxtoulouse.free.fr

JACK IN THE BOX

JACK IN THE BOX

Ne pas jeter sur la voie publique

for English speaking children in Toulouse

Ne pas jeter sur la voie publique

for English speaking children in Toulouse

BKS Iyengar method is based on strength and power development thanks to the
awareness of body dynamism.
Precise alignment and adjustment of postures lead to the connection of all parts of the
body and from the body to the mind.
Iyengar Yoga can be practiced by everyone. The use of self designed props helps the
practitioner to achieve perfection in all the postures without damaging the body. Specific
care for women and adapted to specific needs for every age-group

Contact: Sylvie Teulé, 06 74 39 32 05 for further details.

HELP! Need to hear a friendly unjudgemental voice?
Are you feeling blue about your children’s behaviour?
Did someone say something that made you doubt your ability as a parent?
Is your husband driving you mad?
Do you have a question you do not want to ask anyone you know?
Do you want to hear a friendly voice or read a friendly reply without judgment?
Family lives is for you! Email or telephone one of our volunteers.

Are your children English speakers?

Are your children English speakers?

At Jack In The Box children aged 4 – 11 will:

At Jack In The Box children aged 4 – 11 will:





learn to read and write in English
experience English as it is taught in UK schools
learn alongside other English speaking children





learn to read and write in English
experience English as it is taught in UK schools
learn alongside other English speaking children

Classes every Wednesday afternoon,
starting September 2012

Classes every Wednesday afternoon,
starting September 2012

To find out more please visit:

To find out more please visit:

jackintheboxtoulouse.free.fr
Ne pas jeter sur la voie publique

jackintheboxtoulouse.free.fr
Ne pas jeter sur la voie publique

http://familylives.org.uk/ for more information.

